
Start Date:8 APRIL 2021
Participants will receive a certificate
upon successful completion of the course.

In the first part of the course, we will try to
answer questions such as “Why is democracy
important?”, “What are the normative concepts
that we associate democracy with?”. Within this
scope, we reflect on the relation of democracy
with concepts such as equality, justice,
neutrality, toleration, multiculturalism, and
secularism.

The second part of the course focuses on the
relationship between democracy and social
movements in general. It starts with analyzing
the relationship between democracy and social
movements by asking questions such as “Are
social movements necessary for democracy?”
and “Can democracies survive without social
movements?”. In the following weeks, the nature
of social movements and protests as well as
their relation with the state are analyzed in
detail. The last two weeks concentrate on
mobilization under authoritarianism with specific
reference to the Arab Spring as well as populism
and its connection to social movements.

The course considers democracy both as a set
of normative ideas and an ideal that is
intertwined with practice. Therefore, it is
divided into two parts: The first five weeks focus
on the normative landscape of democracy and
the second five weeks focus on reasoning and
reflecting on the meaning of political
participation and democracywithin the
contexts of social movements.

This seminar is co-sponsored and funded
by The New University in Exile Consortium
with Off-University.

SIGN UP HERE

Dr. Selin Bengi Gümrükçü studies various
aspects of social movements, political
parties, the far right, violence, and
Europeanization and Euroscepticism, mainly
focusing on the case of Turkey.

Dr. Devrim Kabasakal Badamchi’s research
falls within the field of contemporary political
theory with a focus on liberalism. She
specializes in free speech, hate speech,
toleration, multiculturalism, and pluralism.
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THIS ONLINE COURSE IS FREE
AND OPEN TO EVERYONE

https://coworkingsquares.de/de-DE/Login/CustomLogin/Register?referenceCode=ae67fed6-e05b-4d07-8c89-a7b40767a00e

